BorgWarner Produces Engine Timing System for Renault Kadjar in China

- Low-weight, low-noise engine timing components deliver efficient performance
- BorgWarner provides localized production to support DRAC’s new plant in Wuhan

Auburn Hills, Michigan, August 28, 2017 – BorgWarner produces engine timing chains, primary tensioners, guides, arms, balancer chains and balancer tensioners for the Renault Kadjar 2.0L sport utility vehicle, Dongfeng Renault Automotive Company’s (DRAC’s) first vehicle built at its new plant in Wuhan, China. Designed for low mass, dynamic response and high wear resistance, BorgWarner’s engine timing system delivers quiet, efficient performance.

“BorgWarner’s engine timing systems are engineered to reduce noise, vibration and harshness as well as provide durable, efficient performance,” said Joel Wiegert, President and General Manager, BorgWarner Morse Systems. “BorgWarner is pleased to support Renault/Nissan and DRAC with localized production of our advanced timing system technologies.”

BorgWarner’s silent chains feature curved link backs to reduce friction between the chain, arms and guides, while advanced manufacturing processes enhance efficiency, performance and wear resistance. Tensioners balance chain tension and optimize control over the entire engine operating range for increased engine efficiency and lower noise, vibration and harshness. Arms and guides are engineered with specialized materials to reduce mass and package size for improved fuel economy and reduced emissions.

About BorgWarner

BorgWarner Inc. (NYSE: BWA) is a global product leader in clean and efficient technology solutions for combustion, hybrid and electric vehicles. With manufacturing and technical facilities in 62 locations in 17 countries, the company employs approximately 27,000 worldwide. For more information, please visit borgwarner.com.
BorgWarner timing system features low-weight, low-noise, delivers efficient performance for Dongfeng Renault Kadjar 2.0L sport utility vehicle.
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